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Anne’s Definition and Description of a Spiritual Mission: 
 
A Spiritual Mission is the strong internal determination to heal yourself and get organized for 
the purpose of serving and loving others.  
  
A Spiritual Mission is a driving force.   
 

1. It compels us to do the things we do and say the things we say from our heart center.   
2. It drives us to address our wounds, make better choices, and avoid our familiar pit falls 

in life.   
3. It prevents us from getting too mixed up with hard drugs, alcohol, and other dangerous 

substances.  
4. When we’re on a Spiritual Mission, we intuitively seek to lift our own personal vibration 

by the choices we make.   
5. And it motivates us to learn from our choices so we don’t have to keep making the 

same mistakes forever. 
6. Our Spiritual Mission requires us to situate ourselves so we can contribute to 

humanity, and all of life, with our positive intentions and special talents.   
7. Those on a Spiritual Mission feel an inner nudge to help prevent the destruction of 

Mother Earth.   
8. We often pray for those in need.   
9. We envision spreading light and love throughout the world and universe, lifting our 

collective spiritual vibration.   
10. We seek ways of connecting to the vibrational frequency and love of 

          the Creator, however we perceive the Creator. 
 

Possible Perspectives on Religion (no hierarchy) 
 

1. Neutral - Not interested in investigating religion or spirituality 
 

2. Rebelling – Actively against religion and not into concepts of spirituality 
 

3. Unaffiliated - Choosing to ignore religion but may be open to spirituality   
 

4. Compliance – Going along with religion on a family/social basis, but not deeply 
engaged    

 
5. Adherence – Found the good in religion, open to learning and practicing 

 
6. Questioning – Can see the good in religion, confused by the bad in it, open to learning    

 
7. Seeking – Intentional learning, seeing the good and the bad, seeking Divine truth 

 
Where do you see yourself? 


